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1. Introduction 

In this paper I focus on a narrow but important topic in Aquinas’s metaphysics of God 
and creation: the ontology of relations. The paper consists of two main parts. In the first 
part (section 2), I present the main features of Aquinas’s understanding of the 
ontological status of relations. With respect to relations, Aquinas takes his philosophical 
cue from Aristotle. In Categories VII, the Philosopher defined a relation as something 
for which to be is to be toward another.1 Many medieval thinkers reflected on the nature 
of relations in this vein, also with respect to problems concerning Augustine’s 
understanding of divine persons as subsistent relations of origin. Aquinas utilized this 
aspect of the Aristotelian philosophical machinery not only to discuss the Trinity, but 
also to clarify certain aspects of the metaphysics of created being. In the course of these 
theological projects, Aquinas added nuance and sophistication to Aristotle’s and earlier 
scholastics’ theories of relations. Accordingly, it is possible to glean a philosophical 
view about relations from several of Aquinas’s theological texts, including especially 
the first book of Scriptum super Sententiis, De Potentia, Summa contra Gentiles, and 
Summa Theologiae, in addition to the philosophical commentaries on Aristotle’s 
Physics and Metaphysics.2 What I have to say about Aquinas’s theory of relations will 
adequately prepare us for the second main part of the paper (sections 3-5), in which I 
examine Aquinas’s utilization of his theory in his teaching on the relations between 
creatures and the Creator. 

 
1 Aristotle, Categories 8a35, trans. J.L. Ackrill (Oxford: Clarendon, 1963), p.23 
2 Works of Aquinas cited in the notes and in the body of the text are abbreviated as follows (listed in 
chronological order): 

In I Sent. Scriptum super sententiis, Liber I (Sentences Commentary, Book I)  
QDV  Qauestiones disputatae de veritate (Disputed Question on Truth) 
SCG  Summa contra gentiles (Summary Against the Gentiles) 
QDP  Quaestiones disputatae de potentia dei (Disputed Question on the Power of God) 
ST  Summa theologiae (Summary of Theology) 
In V Phys. Commentaria in octo libros Physicorum, Liber V (Physics Commentary, Book V) 
In V Met. Sententia libri Metaphysicae, Liber V (Metaphysics Commentary, Book V) 



As is well known, Aquinas defines creation in the creature as a real relation of 
dependence on God. As is also well known, Aquinas denies that the relations between 
creatures and God are mutual, that is, he denies that God has a real relation (or has real 
relations) to creatures. Instead, God is related to creatures by relations of reason. By 
denying that God has real relations, Aquinas does not mean to suggest that God is not 
really the cause of creatures, or does not really act on his creatures. However, for 
various reasons, Aquinas does not assay God’s causal activity as involving real (causal) 
relations in God. In other words, Aquinas wants to affirm that many relation-statements 
made about God are true, but that the truth of such statements does not require real 
relations in God. In what follows, I will argue against Aquinas, but from within a 
Thomistic framework. In particular, I wish to show that Aquinas’s own theory of real 
relations should allow him to affirm that God has real relations to his creatures.  

I will proceed in the following way. After outlining the main features of Aquinas’s 
understanding of real relations, I will explain how the theory of real relations functions 
in Aquinas’s account of the relation of creation in the creature, or what Aquinas calls 
creation taken passively or passive creation. I will then go on to explain how the theory 
of relations of reason functions in Aquinas’s account of the relation of creation in the 
Creator, namely, creation taken actively or active creation.3 I will criticize this view, 
and propose that Aquinas’s theory of real relations could have been used to describe 
active creation. Finally, I’ll argue that my revision of Aquinas’s doctrine of active 
creation does not compromise the salient features of Aquinas’s teaching on a trio of 
divine attributes: immutability, simplicity, and aseity.  

2. Real Relations 

Among thinkers who were realists about relations in the medieval period, such as Duns 
Scotus, a relation was held to be that form in reality which answered to a relational 
predicate, or by virtue of which a relation statement was true.4 For example, if the 
statement, “Sophroniscus is the father of Socrates,” is true, realists about relations 
working in the Aristotelian tradition would say that Sophroniscus has a relative form, 
fatherhood, which answers to the predicate “is the father of Socrates”, and by virtue of 
which Sophroniscus is related to Socrates in the way indicated by the relational 
statement. That Sophroniscus begat Socrates at some past time was held to be 
                                                 
3 QDP q.3, a.3, ad 2 
4 Recent studies have greatly added to our knowledge of medieval views of relations. Cf. Jeffrey Brower, 
“Abelard’s Theory of Relations: Reductionism and the Aristotelian Tradition,” Review of Metaphysics 
51:3 (1998), pp.605-31; “Medieval Theories of Relations,” Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/relations-medieval/ (2005); Medieval Theories of Relations Before 
Aquinas: Categories Commentaries A.D. 510-1250, unpublished dissertation (1996); “Relations without 
Polyadic Properties: Albert the Great on the Nature and Ontological Status of Relations,” Archiv fur 
Geschichte der Philosophie 83:3 (2001), pp.225-57; Mark Henninger, Relations: Medieval Theories 
1250-1325 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989); Some Late Medieval Views of the Category of Relation, 
unpublished dissertation, (1984).  
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inadequate to explain Sophroniscus’s being the father of his son right now, or at any 
time after the procreative activity. This is because Socrates and his father are related in 
an accidentally ordered efficient causal series, so that Sophroniscus’s causal activity 
with respect to begetting his son ceases by the time his son comes into being. So, the 
relation of fatherhood begins to exist in Sophroniscus when he completes begetting his 
son, and the relation of sonhood begins to exist simultaneously in Socrates. 

Also, by way of conceptual background, it is important to recognize that Aristotelians 
did not and would not consider relations to be accidents that inhered in more than one 
subject at once. A modern way of putting this is that medievals denied that relations 
were n-place properties, where n has a value greater than one. For Aquinas, an accident 
could only be an accident of one substance.5 This entails that, when aRb, then bR’a, 
where R and R’, a relation and its converse, are numerically two relations.  

If relations are accidents that inhere in subjects, how do they differ from other, absolute 
accidents? At this point, the views of medieval thinkers diverge, so we will narrow our 
view to Aquinas.6 For Aquinas, the ratio of a real relation (as opposed to a relation of 
reason) consists of two aspects: a fundamentum in the subject (hereafter “foundation”), 
and a respectus toward a term (hereafter “respect toward”).7 The foundation of a real 
relation is always something absolute; it is that with respect to which a subject is related 
to a term. For example, if a and b are two pieces of white chalk, then a has a similarity 
relation to b with respect to whiteness. The foundation can be an accident (as in the case 
of the preceding similarity relation), or it can be the substantial form (as in the case of 
relations of co-specificity), or it can be the supposit or primary substance (as in the case 
of the creation relation in the creature). Aquinas characterizes the respect toward in 
terms of metaphors of activity or motion; such as looking at, or being in transit toward, 
a term. Whereas a real relation exists extra-mentally and so must have some foundation 
in the subject, the ratio of the relation considered abstractly in itself consists only of this 
respect toward another.8 It is the whatness of a relation. The respect toward is the 
aspect of a real relation that answers to our sense that relations connect relata, that they 
are the metaphysical “hooks” or “glue” that account for the order between parts in the 
universe. 

Intuitions about the nature of relational change lead Aquinas to deny that the respect 
toward is a form really distinct from its foundation. Consider two mutually related 
relata, a and b. By definition, a has a foundation with respect to which it is related to b, 
and vice versa. Should the foundation in a change, then the relations between a and b 
cease. In this scenario, a undergoes real or per se change, inasmuch as it has gained or 
lost some absolute form. Nevertheless, though b has lost its relation to a, Aquinas 
                                                 
5 In I Sent., d.27, q.1, a.1, ad 2 
6 My presentation of Aquinas’s view often accords with, and is indebted to, Henninger’s.  
7 In I Sent., d.26, q.2, a.1, ad 3 
8 In I Sent., d.20, q.1, a.1, corp.; d.26, q.2, a.1, corp.; d.30, q.1, a.3, corp.; d.33, q.1, a.1, corp. 
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explicitly denies that b undergoes real or per se change.9 The conclusion is that the gain 
or loss of a relation in a subject is not a change per se of that subject. This conclusion 
seems to be motivated by the Aristotelian physical principle that there cannot be action 
from a distance; two mutually related things might not be in contact with one another, 
so it cannot be that a change in a, that changes the relations between a and b, should 
also cause a change in b. But if the gain or loss of a relation is not a per se change in a 
subject, but only change per accidens, it follows that there are no relative forms. 
Aquinas, then, understands motion per accidens to be motion that pertains to a subject 
or is true of a subject but that cannot be described accurately in hylomorphic terms as 
change in or of a subject. 

Now, if there are no relative forms, is a relation just identical with its foundation? Not 
quite. The rationes of something absolute and something relative are distinct and 
exclusive. The ratio of something absolute includes being or being in a subject, while 
the ratio of relation includes having or being a respect toward another. Aquinas lays 
down as a necessary but insufficient condition of real distinction that a has a ratio that 
does not pertain to b, or a lacks a ratio that pertains to b.10 Furthermore, the existence 
conditions of an absolute thing are not the same as the existence conditions of a relative 
thing, for a relative thing, though it is an Aristotelian accident and therefore belongs to a 
subject, nevertheless requires for its existence a term’s being in a certain way. A real 
relation is therefore distinct in ratio from its foundation, and has distinct existence 
conditions from its foundation. Do these differences between a relation and its 
foundation constitute real distinction of one from the other? Aquinas lays down as a 
necessary but insufficient condition of real distinction that, if a and b are really distinct, 
either a has a ratio that does not pertain to b, or a lacks a ratio that pertains to b.11 The 
condition is insufficient because, for example, the divine attributes are all identical with 
the divine essence, and yet they may be considered under distinct and exclusive 
rationes. In such cases, there is said to be a distinction of reason that is nevertheless ex 
parte rei.12  

A condition that is usually considered sufficient for real distinction is that a and b are 
separable: that a can exist without b, and that b can exist without a. For Aquinas and 
many other medieval metaphysicians, a primary substance and its accidents are really 
distinct because it is within the power of God to conserve the being of an accident 
without its inherence in a substance.13 But only absolute accidents can be construed as 
able to exist without a substrate. If a real relation and its foundation are really distinct 
(meaning separable), then a relation can exist without a foundation—an absurd 
                                                 
9 In I Sent., d.26, q.2, a.1, ad 3 
10 In I Sent., d.26, q.2, a.2, corp. 
11 Ibid. 
12 In I Sent., d.2, q.1, a.2, corp.  
13 ST III, q.77, a.1 
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outcome. If we weaken the separability requirement so that a and b are really distinct if 
just one of the following two conditions are met:  

  (i) a can exist without b but not b without a, or 

 (ii) a and b can exist separately from one another,  

then it is fair to say that a real relation and its subject are really distinct, according to 
condition (i): a subject (a) can exist without its real relation (b), but not b without a.14  

Is this a good notion of real distinction? The weakened separability requirement 
purports to show that a subject and its real relation are really distinct. However, it is 
more accurate to say that the weakened requirement shows only that a subject is really 
distinct from its real relation. It seems awkward, on both the first as well as the 
weakened requirements, to say that a real relation is really distinct from its subject. 
Nevertheless, the distinction between a real relation and its subject is more distinct than 
a distinction of reason. Aquinas’s notion of a distinction of reason ex parte rei seems 
only to have been used in theological contexts, where the items that are held to be 
distinct in reason ex parte rei—the divine attributes—are inseparable. Therefore, the 
distinction between a subject and its real relation is not easily classifiable. As a term of 
art, I will somewhat grudgingly call the distinction between a subject and its real 
relation a real distinction in the weak sense, by which is understood a distinction such 
that a subject can exist apart from its real relation, but not vice versa. On this view, it 
will be perfectly consistent to assert that Aquinas denies that a real relation is separable 
from its subject, and I will shortly make use of this and similar locutions.    

Since Aquinas is concerned to affirm that relations exist extra-mentally, and since he 
denies that there are relative forms separable from the absolute forms on which relations 
are founded, he must come up with some other way of explaining how a new relation 
statement may be true of a when b undergoes some per se change and a acquires a new 
relation. Aquinas theorizes that absolute forms have powers to be related that are 
“rooted in” the absolute form, and are “determined” when a term changes in the 
relevant way. He writes, “For since I have a certain quantity, it happens that I am equal 
to all those who have the same quantity. When therefore someone newly takes on this 
quantity, this common root of equality is determined in regard to him.”15 In the same 
section of text, Aquinas identifies the root of a relation as the foundation, and says that 
the root is the esse of the relation. That roots should be determined when subjects exist 
in relevant ways is for Aquinas a matter of necessity. Just as it is not possible that two 
white things should be dissimilar with respect to color, so also it is not possible that the 
whiteness of each should not have respect toward the other.  

                                                 
14 For a similar formulation of the weak version of the real distinction criterion, see Mark Henninger, 
Some Late Medieval Theories of the Category of Relation, pp. 34-38. 
15 In V Phys., lect.3, n.8 
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Roots or foundations are described in causal or quasi-causal terms. Aquinas says that 
relations are operations,16 and he says that the foundations of relations are the causes of 
relations.17 Only when a term exists in a certain way is a foundation or root determined 
with respect to its relating operation. This activity or operation is one among several of 
the form whose activity it is. Thus, the form by which Socrates is a man is the same 
form by which he is co-specific with Plato and by which he is co-generic with a horse. 
But because a respect toward and a foundation are really distinct in the weak sense, a 
relation is not reducible to its foundation.  

To sum up, Aquinas affirms that real relations exist extra-mentally, but he denies that 
there are separable relative forms, since he is convinced that the gain or loss of a 
relation should not be described as a change per se in the subject. Instead, he theorizes 
that absolute foundations have powers to be related that are determined to actuality 
when other terms exist in relevant ways. When a foundation is so determined, and has a 
respect toward a term, the foundation and the respect toward are identical in esse, but 
really distinct in the weak sense.  

3. Real Relations in Creatures toward God 

Having laid out Aquinas’s general treatment of real relations, it remains to consider the 
way in which he utilizes—and sometimes fails to utilize, as I contend—his distinctive 
theory. Accordingly, in what follows I will briefly consider how Aquinas’s theory 
functions in his understanding of creation “in the creature.” I hope to show that my 
interpretation of Aquinas’s theory provides a nice solution to some problems that arise 
when creation is understood as a real relation to God. We shall then look at what I take 
to be Aquinas’s failure to utilize his sophisticated theory to help understand the puzzle 
of God’s relations to creatures.  

Aquinas explicates the creaturely relation to God in several texts. In SCG II, c.18, n. 2, 
having concluded that creation involves no change, and hence that creation is in the 
genus of relation, Aquinas explains this relation as the dependency of created being on 
the principle by which it is established. Elsewhere he says that this relation does not 
follow from the principles of the subject’s being.18 This is to note that being dependent 
for its existence on God is not included in the absolute ratio of any essence; it is simply 
a necessary condition of existence for anything other than the divine essence. The 
creation-relation is a non-definitional, yet necessary property of every created 
substance. In De Potentia q. 3, a. 3, ad 2, Aquinas responds to the objection that if the 
creation relation is something real in the creature, then it too is created and must 
therefore have a real relation to God, and so on ad infinitum. Aquinas responds that the 
relation, taken strictly, is not created but co-created, and is not properly speaking a 
                                                 
16 In V Met., lect.17, n.24 
17 QDP q.7, a.8, ad 5 
18 QDP, q.3, a.3, ad 3 
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being (a suppositum), but something inhering. In the third response he adds that, since a 
relation is an accident, according to its esse it inheres in a subject (the created 
suppositum) and is posterior to its subject. But according to the ratio of this unique 
relation—the divine action taken passively—the relation is in some way prior to its 
subject.   

Aquinas shows his awareness of the awkwardness of relational statements when the 
foundation of the relation is the suppositum itself, and not something in the suppositum, 
such as whiteness. If a and b are both white, then a is similar to b with respect to 
whiteness. If a is the father of b, then b is the son of a with respect to human nature. But 
the creation relation is a somewhat different case. The created suppositum has a relation 
of dependence on God as the source of its being, and the foundation of this relation is 
the suppositum itself.  

But being a foundation of implies being prior to, and it may be objected that something 
cannot be the foundation of the very relation that is supposed to be the condition of its 
existence. And if someone argues on Aquinas’s behalf that the relation is prior to the 
suppositum, it can be objected that this renders Aquinas’s model of creation 
unintelligible, since relation is an accidental category.  

This aporia suits my purposes. On my interpretation of Aquinas’s theory of relations, 
the quandary is resolvable. Aquinas treats the passive creation relation as a real relation, 
and I have argued that these are identical in esse with and inseparable from their 
foundations. Therefore, passive creation and the created suppositum are one in esse but 
have distinct rationes. When it is understood as the suppositum of a given essence, then 
only the definition of its essence is included in its ratio; however, when it is understood 
as a created suppositum, then its ratio also includes the ratio of being dependent on 
God. This interpretation avoids the strange scenario of a created relation that is identical 
to the act of creation but is not identical to the intended product of that act, which would 
generate an infinite progression of relations. I admit that this reductive interpretation of 
Aquinas on relations is not a natural reading of the passages where he deals explicitly 
with the creation relation, such as where he claims that the creation relation inheres in 
the created suppositum. But in the light of other passages, in which Aquinas is more 
directly concerned with the nature of relations in general,19 the texts on the creation 
relation gain intelligibility that is not otherwise available. The objection that there is a 
vicious circle of priority on Aquinas’s account is resolved once the identity of 
suppositum and relation is asserted, since the reason for holding the priority of the 
suppositum over the relation—that it is the subject of inherence of the relation—on this 
interpretation is moot.  

                                                 
19 Cf. In I Sent., d.26, q.2, a.1; q.1, a.1, ad 3; In V Phys., lect.3; In V Met., lect.17; QDP, q.7, aa.8, 9 
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4. Real Relations in God toward Creatures: Objections Answered 

Aquinas consistently and emphatically denies that God has a real relation to creatures.20 
The only real relations he attributes to divinity are the interpersonal relations of the 
Trinity.21 Now, as far as I can tell, three features of the godhead are supposed to make 
real relative accidental predication repugnant: immutability, simplicity, and aseity. No 
matter how God is related to creation, one must be able to say on Thomistic terms that 
God is immutable, simple, and completely independent from anything other than God. 
If real relations introduce an inhering accident, if they introduce per se change, or if 
they make God dependent on creation, then He does not have real relations. In the 
context of denying relations of God, Aquinas thought that real relations would introduce 
all three of these things. 

Aquinas frequently precedes his conclusion that God is not really related to creatures by 
arguing from analogy: just as the knowable is not really related to the knower, so too 
God is not really related to creatures. But he has at least two ways of using the knower-
knowable analogy. The weaker and less interesting is stated in De Potentia q. 3, a. 3, 
corp.: in related things, where one depends on the other, but not conversely, there is a 
real relation in the one that is dependent, while in the other there is a merely logical 
relation. This claim is false, since if it were true, then all dependence relations would 
have to be non-mutual with regard to reality, whence all relations of active (efficient) 
causation would be relations of reason, and so a real relation of fatherhood would not be 
in Sophroniscus toward Socrates. 

The second way is not as clearly false. Suppose a relation were a really distinct inhering 
accident. Aquinas is concerned that if the object known is really related to the knower, 
then in knowing the knowable, the knower causes there to be a new accident in the 
knowable—in short, the intellect partially determines or shapes reality. Analogously, 
Aquinas is at pains to maintain that God is not determined by or modified or changed by 
creatures, and therefore denies that in God’s act of creating, the existence of the creature 
introduces a new accident in divinity.  

4.1.Immutability 

If one assumes that when a causes a change in b and becomes really related to b as its 
actual cause, then a changes, then God cannot be really related to creatures, at the risk 
of compromising divine immutability. However, is Aquinas committed to thinking that 
acquiring a new real relation is a change per se? 

To answer this question, it is necessary to recall Aquinas’s distinction between per se 
and per accidens change with respect to relations, made in In V Physics, l. 3, n. 8. On 
                                                 
20 Cf. QDP q.3, a.3, corp.; q.7, a.10, corp.; q.7, a.11; QDV q.3, a.2, ad 8; q,4, a.5, corp.; SCG II, c.12, n.3; 
ST Ia., q.45, a.3, ad 1; In I Sent., d.26, q.2, a.3, ad 1; d.30, a.1, ad 1, ad 2 
21 QDV, q.4, a.5, corp.  
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the basis of this text and De Potentia q. 7, a. 8, corp., I concluded that a subject, a, 
changes per accidens when both (i) something can be newly affirmed or denied of a, 
and (ii) a neither acquired nor lost any substantial, quantitative, or qualitative form. 
Thus, the acquisition or loss of a real relation in a subject, a, is a change per accidens in 
a.  

For this reason, if a real relation is newly attributed to God when x is created and 
becomes really related to God, then there is not per se change, but only per accidens 
change. But Aquinas introduced this distinction precisely to deny that b changes per se 
when a changes and a and b are newly co-related. Therefore, it does not seem repugnant 
to divinity to claim that when x is created, x and God are co-related. In this case, 
something new can be affirmed of God (he creates), and yet God does not acquire any 
new substantial, quantitative, or qualitative form. 

Recall that Aquinas describes real relations as activated powers to be related, which is 
to say that the respect toward of a real relation is the actualization of a power of a 
foundation to make its subject, a, really (categorically) related to a term, b, when b 
exists in the relevant way. This understanding of relations as activated powers of 
foundations serves to flesh out Aquinas’s otherwise rather paltry account of per 
accidens change. On this interpretation, among the powers that a subject has in virtue of 
its being, say, hot, is not only the power to make other things hot, but also the power to 
be similar in quality to other hot things. In the case of God, we can say that in 
exercising his causal power in creation, he becomes really causally related to that which 
he creates.  

4.2.Simplicity 

If one assumes that a relation is a kind of accidental form that is really distinct from its 
foundation, then God cannot be really related to creatures, at the risk of compromising 
divine simplicity. Is Aquinas committed to thinking that a real relation is really distinct 
from its foundation?  

The nature of the distinction of a real relation from its foundation is closely connected 
to the conclusion that the acquisition or loss of a relation is merely a per accidens 
change. If the change that occurs in a when it gains a new relation to b is meant to be 
understood in non-hylomorphic terms (per accidens and not per se change), then 
Aquinas is not picturing a relative accident as a distinct form that is separable from its 
subject. Indeed, Aquinas says that the esse of a real relation is founded on something 
absolute in the subject.22 Moreover, Aquinas also denies that a real relation makes 
composition with its subject.23 From this, and from Aquinas’s insistence that the 
acquisition or loss of a relation is only change per accidens, I concluded that, for 
Aquinas, a real relation is identical in esse with, and is really distinct only in a 
                                                 
22 In I Sent., d. 26, q. 2, a.1, corp., & ad 3 
23 QDP q. 7, a. 8, ad 5 
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weakened sense from, its foundation, so that the foundation can exist without the real 
relation, but the real relation cannot exist without the foundation.  

On this basis, I contend that there is nothing repugnant to divinity in the thesis that God 
has real relations that do not make composition with their subject, and whose esse is the 
divine essence itself, inasmuch as the divine essence creates. Aquinas admits that God’s 
simplicity can accommodate some form of distinction, what he calls a distinction of 
reason ex parte rei.24 For example, Aquinas says that the divine attributes are identical 
with the divine essence but are distinct from each other in reason ex parte rei. Of 
course, the divine attributes are identical with the divine essence and are inseparable 
from it. But no one doing philosophical theology in the spirit of St. Thomas would dare 
to advance a thesis that entailed that the creation relation is like a divine attribute, that 
is, that it is distinct in reason ex parte rei from and also inseparable from the divine 
essence. This would be tantamount to claiming that God necessarily creates. 
Accordingly, the claim that there is nothing repugnant in attributing a real relation to 
God that is founded on and identical in esse with God, can only be judged in the context 
of deciding whether or not Aquinas’s theory of real relations would compromise divine 
aseity, the thesis that God is in no way dependent on anything besides Himself. 

4.3.Aseity 

If one assumes that real relations to creatures are in God, but remembers that whatever 
is in God is in God essentially, then the unacceptable conclusion would seem to follow 
that God is essentially related to his creatures. This view would make the existence of 
the creature an essential condition of God’s being. Accordingly, God could only be 
really related to creatures at the risk of compromising divine aseity. So if it is possible 
to argue on Thomistic grounds, as I do, that God has a real relation to creatures, it must 
be possible to characterize this real relation without making it one among many divine 
attributes which are identical in esse with the divine essence but distinct in reason ex 
parte rei from each other. The active creation relation must be contingent, while God’s 
attributes such as wisdom will be necessary. 

If God is really related to creatures, then the kind of real relation he bears to them is 
clearly an active causal relation to the created effects. For Aquinas, creation taken 
actively is the divine action itself (on account of divine simplicity). It is a feature of 
Aquinas’s theory of real relations that the esse of the relation is the esse of its 
foundation—in this case the divine essence—but that the foundation considered with its 
respect toward another has a ratio different from that which it has when considered as 
absolute being. The reality of the relation is the foundation itself expressing its power to 
be so related. On this view, the divine action itself—again, identical with the divine 
essence—is the foundation of the real relation to creatures that begins with God’s 
creative act. This change is neither substantial nor accidental in hylomorphic terms, but 

                                                 
24 In I Sent., d. 2, q. 1, a. 2, corp.  
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can be described as a per accidens change, where this is understood as the new 
applicability of a ratio (of being related to creation) to God.  

This conclusion does not neglect Aquinas’s assertion that God’s agency in creation is to 
be understood analogically, not univocally.25 Aquinas understands univocal agency to 
be that whereby an effect has the same specific nature as its cause, as when a man 
generates a man, or heat makes things hot.26 God’s nature, ipsum esse, is not 
communicated in creation (because God is simple and infinite), but what is created is 
something similar to divine essence in an imperfect way, such as wisdom, which exists 
in rational creatures accidentally and deficiently but in God substantially and perfectly. 
Furthermore, this similarity between divine agent and creaturely patient is similar 
enough, so that predicates affirmed of both can be taken together as middle terms in 
cosmological demonstrations of God’s existence.27 Applying this similarity-with-
difference to the real relations that, I have argued, can be affirmed of God on Thomistic 
grounds, we must characterize these relations primarily in negative terms, that is, as not 
implying composition in God and not implying God’s dependence on creation. But, as 
we have seen, they do not fail to be real relations in any important sense. 

5.Conclusion 

I have intended to show that Aquinas’s theory of real relations, as I understand it, adds 
coherence to Aquinas’s account of the creation relation in creatures, and could have 
been used in a more robust account of how God is related to creatures. Aquinas’s 
theorizing, I have argued, makes room for affirming real relations of God, and in 
general allows us to speak of divine mutability (per accidens change) that doesn’t 
compromise the desiderata of Aquinas’s doctrine of God. Such a revision of Aquinas as 
I have espoused also helps us to avoid some of the more awkward features of Aquinas’s 
theology, for example, that Christ really is the son of the Blessed Virgin, but does not 
have the real relation of sonhood toward her. Additionally, Aquinas describes 
sacramental presence in the Eucharist as a kind of habitus of Christ toward the place of 
                                                 
25 Mark Henninger argues that Aquinas’s primary reason for denying that God has real relations to 
creatures has to do more with the transcendence of God than with any of the attributes I have considered 
here. (Cf. Some Late Medieval Theories of the Category of Relation, pp.46,7) Henninger cites QDP q. 7, 
a. 10, in which Aquinas stipulates that for any two things to be mutually related by real relations, the 
foundations of the relations must be of the same genus. God, being outside all categories of being, shares 
no genera with creatures. Therefore, God has no real relations to creatures. In response, I note that 
Aquinas’s analogy of being requires that, even though God is outside all genera, God is yet similar 
enough to created being such that analogous predicates affirmed of creatures and of God can function as a 
middle term in syllogistic reasoning about the existence of God (In I Sent., d.8, q.1, a.2, corp.). In 
creation, God communicates being analogously: God’s esse is the foundation of his causal relation to 
created esse. On my view, then, the relations predicated of God toward creatures are analogical real 
relations.  
26 In I Sent., d. 8, q. 1, a. 2, corp. 
27 ST Ia., q. 13, a. 5, corp.  
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the species. On my interpretation, we can understand this habitus as a real relation, 
which would provide a (metaphysically) more robust account of sacramental presence. 
But these and other examples are topics for further research. 
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